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Travelogue lantern slide sets were a staple product of the major lantern slide
production companies in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Typically, the only information available today about the images is the slides and
perhaps the original narrative produced to accompany them. Much more
information has been uncovered about The George Washington Wilson & Co.’s
slides of Australia, identifying the photographer (Fred Hardie), the dates the
images were taken and the route the photographer followed while travelling
through Australia. This article discusses the background that resulted in
photographer Fred Hardie travelling to Australia and examines how the various
market forces of commerce, technology, tourism, nationalism, fashion, and
ethnology converged to produce these ‘travelogue’1 lantern slides.
Keywords: George Washington Wilson; Fred Hardie; travelogue; lantern slides;
Australia; travel photography; tourism; ethnology

Introduction
The Scottish company George Washington Wilson & Co. (GWW) introduced their
lantern slides of Australia in the late 1890s. To ensure the photographs were of the
high standard for which the company was renowned, they did not source the images
from local Australian photographers, opting instead to send Fred Hardie, one of their
own Aberdeen photographers, out to Australia. Acquiring these images, together with
a set on South Africa, represented a huge financial gamble for a struggling business
and it was critical the results justified the risk involved. It was a significant strategic
effort for the company as their once successful stereo view, albumen print and cabinet
photograph business was in terminal decline. The results were the product of painstaking research, arduous travel and superb composition by someone familiar with the
business demands and ‘in-house style’.
The major results of the trip were five sets of lantern slides, narratives of each of
the major Australian colonies, featuring New South Wales (60 slides), Queensland (54
slides), Victoria (54 slides), South Australia (38 slides) and Tasmania (66 slides), each
published with a reading or narrative text. Although of higher quality than most other
photographic lantern slides of the period, the images can be viewed like any other
mass-produced nineteenth-century series of travel photographs. However, closer
study reveals that they successfully record an important moment in Australian history
and in lantern slide development. The photographer captured the mood of the disparate Australian colonies progressing towards Federation, recording important elements
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of a country in the process of creating a national identity and developing a fledgling
tourism industry. Examination of the images also shows how the classic nineteenthcentury photographic themes of landscape, architecture, documentary and portraiture
combined to produce superb subject-matter. The 1890s also represented the ‘heyday’
for the production of photographic lantern slides, and these images are an example of
how all the major developments of photography and commercial slide production
culminated at this time.
Photographic lantern slides and travel
By the 1890s, photographs were widely popular and lantern slides were a recognized
part of the retail sector. Invention of the relatively easy-to-use dry plate technology in
the late 1870s transformed photography and opened up new subject possibilities. As
the techniques of photography became less cumbersome, transporting equipment
became more feasible. Studios rapidly began expanding beyond simple portraits and
were continually looking for new ways to market images. Many highly skilled and
creative photographers, who went on to become lantern slide producers, did so
because of the lucrative rewards available in the late nineteenth century. Photographic
slides opened up a completely new market and rapidly enabled the creation of innumerable slide sets on almost every conceivable subject (from religion to science, travel
to temperance, and humour to entertainment). While there were many small players,
several major studios emerged, particularly in the UK, USA, France and Germany.
Expanding from studio to photo factory, they operated as large, multipurpose photographic businesses. Often employing dozens of people, they functioned with major
divisions of labour; using specialist photographers, darkroom staff, image retouchers,
colourists, framers, printers and print mounters, producing images (prints or slides) on
an industrial basis. The original founder of the company often moved from individual
photographer to business manager and the long-term viability of the business
depended on his vision and commercial acumen.
Many lantern slides were produced with a commercial imperative, and the continual needs to find new subjects and new outlets became major motivators for the
studios. The rapid growth of slide dealers and rental companies further fuelled
demand. From the 1880s onwards, lantern lectures were a major form of popular
entertainment in the UK and travelogues, with their glimpse of the world beyond,
became popular – especially images of the Colonial Empire, which ‘… took us round
the world as quick as winkin’’.2
Carefully chosen images illustrated how people lived and went about their daily
life. Unusual aspects of the country, cities and industries caught the imagination and
the photographer’s eye. For most people, particularly those in urban areas, slide
lectures were the closest they ever came to the more remote areas, even within their
own country. The growing popularity of lectures about ‘foreign parts’ reflected
people’s increased leisure time and curiosity about other places and cultures.
However, there was also a rapidly developing tourist business, for both national and
international travel, and lantern shows not only satisfied people’s interest in possible
destinations but also served as excellent marketing tools for all parties concerned in
developing the trade. As well as travel companies (railways were early adopters of
lantern slide marketing), local, regional and national governments saw benefits in
encouraging the production of lantern slides. To demonstrate the merits of visiting
their part of the world, many offered lantern slides as promotional material. Often
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the images were purchased from local photographers, and then made up into ‘narrative sets’.
In 1841, Thomas Cook chartered his first train to carry temperance supporters
from Leicester to Loughborough; and, he recoded later, ‘thus was struck the keynote
of my excursions, and the social idea grew upon me’. Cook organized his first tour to
Scotland in 1846.3 The number of visitors and travellers expanded rapidly, in large
part driven by the expansion of the railways and steamships. Greater ease of travel and
better facilities increased the demand for information. Some contemporaries
suggested that GWW did more than simply respond to the tourist market, and that he
helped to determine their choice. David Hutcheson4 is said to have often told Wilson
that ‘with his camera he effectively opened up the Highlands’.5 There is some
evidence to show that the parts of Scotland which did not receive much of GWW’s
attention experienced a lower tourist rate than his favourite subjects.6 GWW was well
aware of the mutually beneficial relationship between photographs and tourism.
World War I signalled the end of the growth of travel narrative lectures, although
the industry had shrunk before 1914. The immediate post-war years, during the period
of economic recovery and before tourism re-established itself, allowed the movies to
become dominant, and the use of travel lantern slides was eclipsed by locally
produced films and documentaries.
The country
Formal European settlement of Australia began on 26 January 1788 with the arrival
of the first fleet of convicts and settlers from England. Founding a settlement at
Sydney Cove, the Governor, Sir Arthur Philip, established the British Crown Colony
of New South Wales. Over the next 40 years, the colony grew, rapidly establishing
outposts in Brisbane, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth, with a major penal colony on
the island of Tasmania. Initially, each of these population centres came under the
authority of the Governor of New South Wales; but eventually, through local desire
for some degree of autonomy and due to the difficulties of administration over vast
distances, each area became a distinct colony with its own administration.
By the 1850s, the continent of Australia consisted of six separate colonies: New
South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Queensland, Tasmania and Western Australia.
Between 1855 and 1890, the six colonies individually gained responsible government,
managing most of their own affairs while remaining part of the British Empire. The
Colonial Office in London retained control of foreign affairs, defence and international
shipping. Several major gold rushes created wealthy colonies with many local politicians and major figures agitating for a greater degree of control over all affairs of
government.
The large distances across the country, a diverse multicultural population, a distinct
‘city versus country’ attitude and notions about a unique outback or bush (with flora
and fauna found nowhere else in the world), all contributed to a maturing awareness
of what was ‘Australian’. From the earliest photograph taken in Australia in 1841, a
growing sense of national pride and achievement developed the genre of the civic and
scenic views showing buildings, streets, and wharves with ships in the harbour, large
public and private buildings, and sites of economic activity. A growing group of
Australian photographers emerged, some sending pictures to the great Exhibitions
(London 1851, Paris 1855, Philadelphia 1875). By the 1890s, the names Beattie, Kerry,
King, Lindt, Caire and Spurling7 were recognized worldwide as excellent Australian
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photographers, and all of them produced lantern slides for both domestic and international markets.
It is notable that Western Australia does not feature in the GWW slide sets,
although the range of available subjects there would have been very limited. Fremantle
in Western Australia was normally the first landfall in Australia for those having
crossed from South Africa or India; virtually all ships stopped there for supplies, especially fresh water. In the late 1890s, the state was virtually undeveloped outside of
Fremantle and Perth; indeed, one visitor in the 1880s remarked that after disembarking
they walked from Fremantle to Perth and had passed right through the centre of town
without realizing it.8 The major gold rushes to the east, which would account for much
of the state’s wealth, were only just creating real returns, although at a political price.
The city leaders in Perth were somewhat reticent to embrace Federation, whereas the
gold miners in central Western Australia were ardent supporters and even threatened
to secede and form their own state (Auralia) if WA did not join the Commonwealth.
So it is probable that Hardie would have visited briefly en route to Eastern Australia,
but found little to contribute to his goal of obtaining commercial photographs of the
colonies.
One of the major forces in developing Australian tourism was the formation of the
Tasmanian Tourist Association (TTA) in 1893. The Premier of Tasmania saw great
opportunities by developing a close association with Cook’s, and for the first few
years the TTA and Cook’s shared offices in Hobart. One of the most vocal advocates
for tourism in Tasmania was Hobart photographer John Watt Beattie. The TTA
believed (thanks to Beattie’s photographs) that Tasmanian scenery and the former
penal colony at Port Arthur were major tourism attractions, and together with Cook’s
they made significant efforts to promote the colony, both within Australia and in Great
Britain. The TTA encouraged Beattie to market his photographs and lantern slides
abroad, and in 1896 a series of Beattie photographs were used to produce scenic postage stamps of Tasmania.9 The GWW Company would not have ignored Australian
tourist promotions in the UK.
The company
George Washington Wilson (1823–93) was the second son of a soldier turned
Banffshire crofter.10 He left school at the age of 12 and was apprenticed to a carpenter
and house-painter, but in 1841 travelled to Edinburgh to study drawing and painting,
being described as a ‘young and rising artist’.11 Returning to Aberdeen in 1849 after
trips to London and Paris, he set up as a portrait miniaturist and supplemented his
income by teaching drawing and painting. In 1852, he equipped himself with a photographic studio and moved into a short-term partnership with John Hay, resulting in a
special prize for the excellence of their ‘Collodio-Calotype Portraits’ in the Aberdeen
Exhibition of 1853.
Wilson was only one of many to take up commercial photography in the 1850s,
but he brought an entrepreneurial flair to the business together with great artistic and
technical skill. Wilson was never just a ‘taker of pictures’ but always considered
himself an ‘artist and photographer’. His sense of composition was superb and, often
including figures in the foreground to add a sense of proportion, he never lost his
portrait artist’s talent for lighting and proportion. In the 1860s and 1870s, Wilson
travelled extensively across the length and breadth of Scotland and into England and
Ireland, even visiting Egypt in 1878. He advertised widely in both general guidebooks
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Figure 1. The GWW Australia images were available in a variety of formats. As well as
lantern slides, picture books, post cards and albumen prints were available.
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Figure 2. The opening slide of the New South Wales set. Hardie travelled down the East
Coast from Cairns and around the South East to Adelaide. Curiously, Tasmania is missing
from the map. Ireland is shown upper left to give a sense of scale.

like Black’s Picturesque Tourist in Scotland and specialist publications, such as
J. Watson Lyall’s Sportsman’s Guide.12 In turn, Wilson’s photographs were sought by
authors and publishers for prestigious guidebooks such as MacBrayne’s Summer
Tours in Scotland or Caledonian Railways’ Through Scotland.
The firm’s 1863 catalogue listed 473 ‘Stereoscopic’ and ‘Album’ views, including
‘English Cathedrals and Shipping’. Wilson concentrated on the then established
Scottish tourist centres of Iona, the Trossachs, Deeside, Edinburgh and Melrose. From
his earliest days in business, he was associated with the tourist business and understood the powerful marketing benefits of the travel narrative. By 1877, the catalogue
had grown to over 4500 views with over 140 of Edinburgh alone. Prints were available
in several sizes, plain or coloured, individually or in albums and as lantern slides.
As the business grew, Wilson trained other photographers to increase capacity. His
eldest son Charles was responsible for 1880s images of London and travelled to South
Africa for images in the late 1890s. Robert Bevan, George Gellie (son of William
Gellie, Wilson’s early assistant) and Norman McLeod all became photographers of
note. McLeod worked with Wilson on a Highland tour in 1885 and travelled to St.
Kilda in 1886 to take some of the firm’s most iconic images of that Scottish outpost.
One of the most senior photographers was Fred Hardie, and it was he who was chosen
to travel with Charles Wilson to South Africa and then on to Australia to take photographs for the company.
By the late 1880s, Wilson’s sons were effectively running the business. The
demand for views and stereoviews was declining, and the sons worked hard to reestablish the business. One of their major efforts was focused on lantern slides. The
1890s saw a significant increase in the range of slide sets offered, and their catalogue
listed hundreds of sets available. While Scottish subjects still formed a major element,
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Figure 3. The cover of the reading to accompany the Victoria slides. Like all GWW readings,
it featured the Royal Warrant and was printed by John Avery of Aberdeen.
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coverage extended thought Europe to Russia, Canada, the United States, South
America, Japan, Africa, New Zealand and, of course, Australia. Charles Wilson
claimed that thousands of slides sold abroad as well as in Britain, ‘especially to
Germany and America’. In addition to the standard UK format of 31/4 inches square,
GWW produced lantern slides in the American 31/4 × 4-inch format usually marked
‘GWW’; but they also produced them labelled for American retailers, including
‘Specially Produced for T.H. McAllister of New York’.
The catalogue also included humorous slide sets and the set ‘Animal Locomotion’,
51 slides taken from Professor Edward Muybridge’s photographic studies of animal
and human locomotion. There were also sets aimed at the educational market. Some
series were created from their own images, others bought in,13 and occasionally sets
were made up for individuals using their own photographs. By the 1890s, they were
also producing wall calendars and beginning to market postcards, which was to
become their second major market after lantern slides.
Wilson died in 1893 after a long illness, possibly caused, or at least aggravated, by
the early photographic chemicals he worked with. He left only £7475, most of which
went to support his widow and unmarried daughters; and the business was short of
finance. In 1893, the Lord Advocate in Aberdeen brought a case on behalf of the
Inland Revenue against the company for duty outstanding on the business. It was a
long drawn-out legal case based on a fine point of law regarding duty payable when a
business sold without payment of cash – the sons paid their father an annuity. The
Inland Revenue were eager to establish this as a test case, and eventually won
after two months in court. The costs are unknown, but must have been considerable.
Consequently, the sons inherited a business with poor long-term viability.
The growth of lantern slide sales took the business from a loss of £1196 in 1886–
7 to a profit of £3349 in 1891. However, despite the sons’ efforts and notwithstanding
selling off various parts of the business and some buildings, they could not sustain
things and the firm of George Washington Wilson & Co. went into liquidation in
1902. The name was retained for a new company, which continued to publish views,
manufacture lantern slides and postcards. Nevertheless, concludes Roger Taylor,
‘there was a certain futility in whatever they attempted [and] they were almost bound
to fail’.14 In July 1908, G.W. Wilson & Co. was wound up and the remaining assets
sold off. Charles Wilson kept a small lantern slide business going in Aberdeen until
1913, when it was sold to the slide makers Newton & Co. of London.
John Milne Auctioneers of Aberdeen sold the entire stock of GWW in a three-day
auction, on 9, 10 and 11 July 1908. All 65,000 negative glass plates were offered in
66 lots, county by county and country by country. The prices realized were ludicrously
low, realizing a total of only £284, with some lots unsold. Fred Hardie purchased a
large number of the plates; he continued to operate a postcard business until the 1920s.
Eventually the plates sold again to local Aberdeen photographer, Archibald J.B.
Strachan, who, on moving to new and smaller business premises in 1954, offered them
to the Library of Aberdeen University, where today they form the basis of The George
Washington Wilson Collection.
The photographer
Almost all the images used in GWW’s Australian lantern slides were taken by Fred
Hardie. Recognized as one of their leading photographers in the 1880s and 1890s,
apart from the Australian images, few of his photographs are credited in the GWW
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Figure 4. Hardie started his journey in Cairns, Queensland (upper left) and travelled by train
as far as Gawler, South Australia (lower right). This was the full length of the railway track
then laid in Australia. Where there was no train service he would travel by horse and carriage.
He probably rented the carriage in the image at upper right. As Wilson often did, it was included in the image to provide foreground detail and a sense of scale.

archives and virtually nothing is known about him. It has been claimed that he
appeared in one of his Australian images15 (see Figure 5), but there seems to be little
evidence to support this.
It is known that Hardie travelled to Australia sometime in the late 1890s after the
company had taken the bold decision to use their own photographs. According to the
State Library of New South Wales,16 with two cameras, he took at least 500 largeformat views along the coast from Adelaide to Cairns and a series on Australian
Aboriginal people. The current Aberdeen University archive contains 750 Australian
photographic plates, of which 42 are images of Aboriginal people; there are few duplicate plates. Almost 100 of the images were registered for copyright between 1899 and
1904, stating Hardie as the photographer. What the criteria were for selecting which
images to register is unknown, although they could have been the most successful or
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Australians at work, especially where it was different form life in the UK, was one
of Hardie’s ‘themes’. One author (October-December 1999 Australian Geographic Magazine.
Sydney. pg 33.) has claimed that the image at upper left is of Hardie himself. The image underground (lower right) would have been a particularly challenging photograph to capture
while ensuring sufficient lighting.

most likely to make saleable postcards. He also registered around 20 images of South
Africa and a handful of London.
It is interesting to speculate on the effort involved in planning the trip. Apart from
the logistics of simply getting from Aberdeen to Australia, it would have been necessary to prepare all the equipment; work out the travel itinerary within Australia;
prepare a provisional list of subjects to be photographed; and decide on what, if any,
materials could be sourced within Australia (photographic plates, developing chemicals etc). It is probable the plates were developed shortly after exposure, so that their
quality could be accessed and the need for a second photograph determined. Would
the plates have been sent back in batches or returned with Hardie?
The route of the images coincides with the railway network existing in Australia
at the time. From Gawlor in South Australia to Cairns in Queensland, Hardie travelled
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by train around the east coast. Apart from the cities and great civic achievements, his
images capture the bush worker and the productivity of rural industries, as well as the
struggle for life in the outback. Some of these would have required significant travel
away from the railway routes. A few locations (like Broken Hill in New South Wales)
were very remote, and travelling with all the photographic equipment would have
been hazardous and uncomfortable. Even if the rural towns he photographed were of
a reasonable size, there would have been little habitation between towns on the way
there.
On his return to Scotland, preparation of the slides would have involved some
effort covering image selection and production of the slide reading or lecture to
accompany each set. Charles Wilson once recorded that he and his brother Louis used
to spend ‘many winter evenings with maps, plans, guide-books and batches of prints,
compiling information for these lantern readings’.17 Obviously, Hardie would have
faced the same task; however, he did have the benefit of having been to all the
locations himself, and had experienced the trips described in the readings. In addition
to lantern slides, prints and postcards were offered. Books of photographs were
prepared showing scenes of 18–20 images in a concertina fold-out format. All the
items were offered for sale in Australia through the GWW agent Young Brothers, of
37 Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
Hardie remained with the company through its various incarnations until final
liquidation in 1908. At the July auction sale that year, he bought a large quantity of
the photographic plates. Using these to establish his own postcard business in
Aberdeen, he traded until 1931, when he retired. The plates then passed through
several hands before donation to the University of Aberdeen, where they now form
part of the University George Washington Wilson Archive.
The subjects
The slide reading published by GWW for the set ‘New South Wales’ begins:
Most Britishers are very proud of their ‘Empire on which the sun never sets’, but there
are many who, staying at home, have not very accurate ideas of the more distant parts of
that empire. In the trip we are about to take, through the Colony of New South Wales,
we must bear in mind that it would be unfair to judge that sunny country by comparison
with our European civilization without taking into account the very short time it has been
in existence as the home of white men. Unless we keep this in view we shall not do
justice to the achievements of our Colonial brothers and sisters.

This brief introduction essentially dictates the range of subject-matter to be photographed. It shows the desire to capture what is different about Australia from the UK.
It warns the audience to expect (and forgive) a more primitive country than they are
used to. In order to entertain the audience, the images focus on how life in Australia
differs from the UK and asks the audience to make allowances for their circumstances.
The intent is to highlight differences rather than similarities, since one object of a
travel narrative slideshow was to entertain by showing the curious and quaint.
The New South Wales series is typical of the subject-matter captured by Hardie on
his trip. The images are notable for their diversity, almost as broad a range as a modern
photojournalist might produce. There are 60 slides in the set and the first 30 cover
Sydney, showing its principal viewpoints, civic buildings and major thoroughfares.
The next 10 slides are scenic views of the Blue Mountains and surrounding area (the
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nearest tourist destination to Sydney). The balance of the set show other scenic places
and major population centres in New South Wales, flora and fauna, industry and
people. There are also six Aborigine images. In the late 1890s, descriptions of landscape and resources rapidly gave way to enthusiastic descriptions of British
civilization, demonstrated through the development and appearance of the cities,
virtually all created during Victoria’s reign. The preponderance of city photography is
far higher in these sets than corresponding series produced earlier on UK subjects. For
example, the GWW set of ‘The Lowlands of Scotland’ only features four slides of
Edinburgh.
The other sets (Queensland, Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania) follow a
similar theme. The capital city of each colony dominates about half the set, followed
by other major urban areas, scenic views, people and industries. The Tasmania set

Figure 6. Views of cities and industry were an important element in the story to be told of
Australia in the late 1890s, only 100 years after the first settlers arrived. The image at upper
right is of Circular Quay, Sydney, taken from the point where the Opera House now stands. This
part of the harbour is as busy today with shipping as when the photograph was taken. The image
of Rockhampton shows a considered, artistic landscape composition.
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deviates slightly, in that the capital city, Hobart, only accounts for about 10% of the
set. The major theme there is Port Arthur, the famous penal colony, closed in 1877.
The convict origins of Australia were still a major factor in the view that English
people had of the country. Port Arthur was the only significant penal establishment
still standing at that time anywhere in the colonies.
European and colonial attitudes to the Aborigines are unclear from the images,
but are obvious from the readings. To accompany the slide at upper left in Figure 7,
the reading states ‘The Australian Aborigine is about the lowest specimen it is possible to find […] They are incorrigibly idle and lazy and great beggars…’ The only

Figure 7. The New South Wales and Queensland series of slide included several images of
Aborigines. The image at top left shows the classic ‘top down’ pose that most European
photographers took of Aborigine women. The lower left image was taken at an Aboriginal reserve and Church of England Mission at Mission Bay, near Cairns. Many indigenous children
from throughout Cape York and Western Queensland were forcibly taken there. This is the
Mission classroom with Earnest Gribble, son of the founder and assistant Mr Watson teaching
an apparently reluctant class. Initially benign the mission became harsher with dormitories for
the children and banning of all traditional activities (Davies, Alan. (2004) Eye for a Photograph. State Library of New South Wales. Sydney).
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concessions made to Aboriginal ability are in descriptions of the boomerang and their
superb tracking skills. At the end of the nineteenth century, the notion of Aboriginal
culture was non-existent and travel guidebooks of the time discussed their ultimate
extinction.18
So in 272 slides, the classic nineteenth-century photographic themes of landscape,
architecture, documentary and portraiture are used to provide ‘accurate ideas’ of the
colonies. Most images show the hallmarks of classic GWW photography and Hardie’s
superb eye for a photograph. The street scenes capture the hustle and bustle of a city
and its citizens busily pursuing modern commerce. Always the lighting is superb; and
where appropriate, figures in the foreground give a sense of proportion and show the
careful thought given to composition.
Given the huge range of unusual wildlife and vegetation found in Australia, it is
surprising how few images there are of the native flora and fauna. There is one slide
of giant black butt (a native tree) and one of a kangaroo in the NSW set, and one image
each of Tasmanian tigers (mounted specimens) and devils in the Tasmania set. It is
probable that Hardie’s schedule did not allow the time required to take quality photographs of animals. GWW had never encouraged company employees to photograph
animals and flora, so Hardie may have been uncomfortable with the subjects.
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The results
The images show many facets of Australian life, providing a vivid picture of gold
miners and early settlers at work and play, and of the native or Aboriginal way of life.
They differentiate the colonies from the world, and indeed from each other. Carefully
organized photographs demonstrate the work in progress, presenting an image of a
well-ordered and smoothly running country. There is a large proportion of civic views
and studies of buildings. Late nineteenth-century Australia had no world famous manmade structures. Unlike London, Paris or New York, there were no standard city
images that might be expected to be included. Hardie, obviously, found many subjects
he thought would convey the high level of development and achievement that had
been made in only 100 years.
The slide sets would have presented a picture that most Australians would have
instantly recognized. Many of the major tourist attractions in modern Australia are
present in the images. The subjects were all well-known landmarks or captured
Australian characteristics. One-third of the NSW slides show subjects outside of
Sydney and the Blue Mountains. Although familiar material to most Australian
residents, few would have seen the subject matter first-hand. By 1890 (and indeed
even today), the majority of the population lived in urban areas and these images are
the closest they would ever come to ‘the bush’. As noted above, Western Australia did
not feature in the slide sets; actually, nineteenth-century lantern slides of WA by any
slide maker are rare. The state had few subjects for photography outside the cities of
Perth and Fremantle.
The Tasmanian slides are an exception in the series. It is the author’s opinion that
Hardie did not take these photographs, but that they were the work of Tasmanian
photographer John Watt Beattie. There are several reasons for this argument. There
are no Tasmanian plates in the GWW archive in Aberdeen. Plates for nearly all the
other slides from each state are present (although a few are damaged). It is possible
there is a logical reason for their absence, but the Tasmanian images often do not show
the characteristics of Hardie’s or the GWW’s ‘in-house’ photographic style. Very few
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show the composition elements of a figure in the foreground or foreground detail
framing the main scene. At least one GWW slide in the author’s collection shows
clearly that Beattie’s name has been removed from the original plate. Other images
appear in both GWW sets and Beattie sets.19 The author has found no record of GWW
prints or postcards of Tasmania.
John Watt Beattie was Tasmania’s foremost photographer. Born in 1859 in
Aberdeen, Scotland, his father, John Beattie, ran a portrait studio in George Street,
Aberdeen. In 1878, a church dispute led to the Beattie family emigrating to New
Norfolk, Tasmania. John Watt Beattie was an enthusiastic amateur photographer
and in 1882 left New Norfolk to work for the Anson Brothers in Hobart. In 1891,
he bought the Ansons out and slowly began to expand the business. From 1896,
Beattie became an official government photographer. Almost certainly, his father
would have been acquainted with GWW, since they had competing studios in the
centre of Aberdeen. I suspect that through this connection, GWW sourced images
of Tasmania from a fellow Aberdonian. Beattie himself was a major lantern slide
producer, and as a great advocate of Tasmanian tourism he frequently gave lantern
slide shows. He was an early member of the Tasmanian Tourism Association. It is
probable that Beattie’s extensive collection of images shifted the balance of content
away from a preponderance of city images, including many more country and
history images.
One slide from the New South Wales series has an interesting background and
demonstrates the exhaustive research that Hardie must have carried out. The slide title
is ‘On the Wallaby’ (see Figure 8), named after a poem by Henry Lawson published
in 1893. Lawson was Australia’s foremost poet of the period, and the poem tells the
story of hardship and comradeship (‘mateship’ in Australia) experienced by these
outback wanderers. The reading to accompany the slide states:
Here is a ‘sundowner’ on the ‘wallaby track’. It is in the country that we meet the Australian
proper. The city people are much like us, and their habits don’t differ essentially; but
another class is met with in the country. There we see the real pioneers of civilisation
[…] He has got the remainder of his title, ‘on the wallaby’, from following the tracks of
that animal, which is a sort of kangaroo.

We will never know how Hardie related to his subjects (if he paid them, for example); but obviously, some sort of relationship did exist.
Often, the readings not only explain the images but also add detail and opinion. To
accompany the slide ‘Bullock Team, Northern NSW’ (Figure 5, upper right), the text
reads:
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We find that in the more unsettled parts or ‘back blocks’ of Australia, the bullock takes
the usual place of the horse. Of course, in districts where the roads are all good, horses
do the bulk of the work. When the blessing of good roads is not to be had, however, the
not very expeditious bullock team becomes a sine qua non. The steady plodding bullock,
slow though he may be, is the animal to rely on. There is no ‘jibbing’. He keeps quietly
crawling along the worst of roads or where there are no roads at all; and a full-sized team
will make suitable progress with a loaded dray – several tons in weight, even with the
axles buried in mud. The language of the gentlemen with the whips on these occasions
is often anything but polite, and it is to be feared that if the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals could look after these up-country places, the dwellers in the town
would hear of shocking cruelties practised on the poor beasts by the teamsters in their
ignorant brutality. The Australian bushman, generous almost to a fault, has many good
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Figure 8. These portraits show Hardie’s broad skill as a photographer. ‘On the Wallaby’ at
top right includes all the classic elements associated with a ‘swagman’, a unique type of
Australian bushman. The portrait of ‘Digger Nash, Discoverer of the Gympie Goldfields’ at
lower right is probably the finest photograph of him known today (The original plate of this
photograph is not in the GWW archive in Aberdeen. In 2004 the author donated a copy of this
image to the Gympie Gold Mining Museum, Queensland).
points, but consideration for the beasts that help to make his living is not one of them.
There are exceptions to this rule, however, as to every other, but the pity is they don’t
occur oftener!

Conclusions
Hardie’s images show a surprising breadth of styles and subject-matter, all seemingly
covered with equal professional ability. His portraits show all the qualities that are
evident in his landscape or civic views. His images of Aboriginal children at school
or gold diggers at work show his attention to detail and mastery of the posing of groups
of figures to illustrate their occupation or pastime. He captured the moment in time,
producing superb examples of the photographer’s art and, as a visitor, successfully
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Figure 9. A sample slide taken from the series on Tasmania. In the enlarged portion of the
image at right it is just possible to make out text that has been scratched out of the primary
photographic plate used to make the slide. It originally read “ON THE BEACH AT BROWN’S
RIVER 812B BEATTIE. HOBART”.

capturing the mood of a country. Since the photographer made the journey himself to
record the images, the set combines to produce a genuine ‘travelogue’ of colonial
Australia. These nineteenth-century travel photographs also provide a singular historical record, documenting cultures and landscapes that have been radically altered by
development and modernization. The timing, just before Federation, was probably
coincidence, but it does allow the images to freeze that moment and adds value to their
historical context.
While the images of men at work record in romantic detail some of the
processes employed, the reality was economic uncertainty, high mortgages, and
recent steep falls in wool prices, drought and rabbit plagues, a reducing sheep population and the vagaries of mineral prospecting. In the mid-1890s, Australia experienced one of its severest depressions since the First Fleet. Driven by fluctuations in
capital investment from the UK and over-speculation, particularly in the building
industry, there were bank failures and unemployment was widespread. This had a
disastrous effect on the photographic studios in Australia, leading to severe price
wars, which only made matters worse when it came to marketing the GWW images
within Australia.
Unfortunately, the Australia slides were not a great commercial success and, if
they even helped prevent GWW from going bankrupt, it was only for a very short
period. Lantern slide companies, like London-based Newton & Co. or York & Son,
could easily source fresh images from photographers based in Australia, and the rapid
pace of development there meant that Hardie’s images dated quickly. Federation
brought building programmes not captured by Hardie and almost by the time he
returned to Aberdeen, several months after his first photographs were taken, new civic
buildings would have been under construction, giving local photographers major
advantages. People reading of developments in Australia would quickly see the
missing elements in the lantern slides. Also, in the early 1900s, Beattie in Hobart,
through the Tourist Office, became officially associated with Thomas Cook and was
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providing lantern slides for Cook’s to use in promotional tourist lectures in the UK,
further undermining the market for GWW’s slides.
Judging by the material to be found today, the postcards and prints sold very badly.
The author could only find two albums of ‘Australian Views’ photographs published
by GWW in the National Library of Australia.20 In many ways, this is hardly surprising: the Australian domestic market was dominated by local companies and the opportunity for a Scottish company to compete with images taken during one brief visit
would be limited, from the point of view of both subject-matter and marketing effort.
Not surprisingly, the lantern slides sold better and are the most common items to be
found. Although still scarce, they would have sold more within the UK and across
GWW’s traditional customer base. The opening paragraph of the New South Wales
reading, quoted above, demonstrates that the UK market was seen as the principal
audience. The UK was a market where the Australian slide producers would be less
well known and therefore at a disadvantage. In fact, most Australian lantern slidemakers do not seem to have actively marketed their products overseas. Even today, it
is difficult to imagine that the UK market for lantern slides of Australia would be large
enough to warrant the journey Hardie made.
The problems were even more difficult when trying to sell the images in Australia.
GWW was a relatively unknown company there, and their local agent was not one of
the major agencies. The growing trend for postcards would have been difficult to
accommodate from the other side of the world and there were many, quality, lantern
slides available from local companies. The GWW Company had established itself as
a supplier of high-quality images of Scotland. As this market changed and declined,
an Aberdeen-based, and Scotland-focused, company had poor prospects of survival
without diversifying, which GWW failed to do. In contrast, James Valentine of
Dundee, their strongest competitor in Scotland, successfully transformed themselves
into a publishing and postcard company.
While, aesthetically, we might consider the results are magnificent images, the
company eventually collapsed and the cost of acquiring the photographs and producing these slides was a commercial failure. Ultimately, though, from a historical
perspective, Hardie’s lantern slides were a great success. An Aberdeen photographer
travelling around the east of Australia produced a sequence of images that tell the
story of a new country, its people and places – the images reflecting Hardie’s own
travels and experiences. The sequences illustrated in this article demonstrate some of
the important information still available from these photographs today. The accompanying readings reflect the British view of some of its major colonies and their citizens.
Combined as a set of lantern slides, they capture all the important facets of a country
and way of life far removed from the lecture audience; exactly what the slide producer
intended. They represent the pinnacle of ‘travelogue’ slide sets, and, as surrogates for
travel, demonstrate beautifully the nineteenth-century equivalent of virtual tourism.

Notes
1. The word was invented by American photographer and lecturer Burton Holmes. He defined

it as ‘the gist of a journey, ground fine by discrimination, leavened with information,
seasoned with humour, fashioned in literary form and embellished by pictures that delight
the eye, while the spoken story charms the ear’, According to Lowell Thomas’s obituary
of Holmes, ‘he invented it trying to escape the word lecture. He wanted a term to suggest
entertainment rather than something educational or documentary’.
2. Cecil Meares, South Polar Times (1911–12). Cited in Robinson et al., 2001, 238.
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3. Thomas Cook, Scottish Tourist Office Official Directory (1861), Appendix: ‘Twenty Years

on the Rails. Reminisces of Excursions and Tours’.
4. David Hutcheson was a nineteenth-century steamship pioneer and played an important role
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

in developing the tourist industry in the Western Isles of Scotland through his employment
with the MacBrayne’s Steamship Company.
A.J. Wilson, ‘Reminisces of GWW’, Aberdeen Free Press, 24 June 1893.
Durie 1992, 93.
Catto 1955.
Bolton 2008.
See the ‘Results’ section for further information on Beattie and his relationship/influence
on the GWW Company.
Taylor 1981.
Durie 1992, 90.
Anon 1915.
Apart from images of the more remote places or countries that company photographers
could not cover, GWW also bought in photographs that were not considered standard
company subjects. For example, Charles Reid of Wishaw, Scotland, supplied them with
‘Animal Studies’ photographs for many years.
Taylor 1981.
Australian Geographic Magazine, Sydney, October–December 1999, 33.
State Library of New South Wales Manuscripts, Oral History and Pictures website: http://
acms.sl.nsw.gov.au/search/SimpleSearch.aspx.
Durie 1992, 97.
Loftie 1882, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1894, 1901.
Slide no. 22 in the GWW Tasmania series is identical to slide no. 22 in Beattie’s series
‘Port Arthur and the Tasman Peninsula’.
The State Library of New South Wales Collection holds two albums of albumen prints of
Australia published by GWW, catalogue nos. PXD 754 and F981/5A1. There is one album
in The National Library of Australia, catalogue no. 3821378.

Notes on contributor
Mark Butterworth is an independent scholar specializing in lantern slides of Australia and
Scotland, particularly those produced by the George Washington Wilson Company of
Aberdeen. He lectures widely using an original magic lantern and writes regularly for the
Magic Lantern Society Newsletter and Journal.
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